OnPoint Release v6.7
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Release Notes - Web Version

Bug = feature not
New Feature = new capability in the system
Feature Guides are being written for new features and will be posted
working as expected Enhancement = improvement to an existing system to OnPoint's support site later this month.
feature

Course Manager (OPCM)
Item #
LMS-7764

Location/Functional Area
OPCM - Home - Notifications WebEx Error Details

Type
Enhancement

Summary
New WebEx error detail

Details
WebEx errors in Notifications now include additional information from
XML logs.

LMS*-62

OPCM - Home - License
Information

Bug

Doc Admins correctly counted in license pool

Document Administrators are now correctly listed as Administrators in
all areas in OPCM. They were previously incorrectly listed as
Performance Managers.

LMS*-77

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users &
Managers

Bug

Corrected a user list loading issue

The OPCM user list now paginates for admins with specific managed
groups set, allowing the list to load much faster than the previous
unpaginated list.

LMS-6986

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users & Enhancement
Managers - User Assignments Select completed Assessment Set View - Print

Add User detail to Test printout

New user detail has been added to the top of printed tests in order to
better connect a printed test record to the user who completed it.

LMS-7573

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users & Enhancement
Managers - User Assignments - Skill
Profile/Curriculum Assign/Unassign

Option to unassign any Not Attempted items when When a user is unassigned from a skill profile or curriculum, there is
a skill profile / curriculum is unassigned
now an option to remove any Not Attempted items that were
assigned to the user via that skill profile/curriculum. Items that are
Incomplete or Complete will be retained. Assignments that are in
place due to another assigned skill profile or group membership will
be retained.

LMS-8197

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users &
Managers - User Assignments Status

Enhancement

Add new suspend recertification functionality

Added the ability to suspend future recertifications for a particular
user for specified content assignments. This setting can be set by a
Performance Manager or Admin and is used in scenarios where a user
may be on leave or has another valid reason for requiring additional
time.

LMS*-38

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users &
Managers - User Details - Mobile

Enhancement

Hide Reg Code generation when mobile SSO is in
use

If a customer utilizes SSO for mobile access, mobile registration codes
could cause confusion and conflict with those systems. A new "Allow
Manual Generation of Reg Codes" configuration has been added
which, if disabled, will hide the reg code generation options for users
and groups in OPCM. The setting defaults to 'enabled' -- or showing
the generation options, and should only be turned off for customers
who exclusively use SSO for mobile access.

LMS-7956

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users &
Managers - User Details Performance Tab

Enhancement

New Start Date column in the Performance Tab

A new "Start Date" column has been added in the User's Performance
Tab in OPCM to track the date the Performance Evaluation was
started, typically by the employee's manager.

LMS-7572

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users &
Managers - Select User Memberships - Unassign

Enhancement

Option to unassign any Not Attempted items when When a user is unassigned from a group, there is now an option to
a user is removed from a Group/Job Code
remove any Not Attempted items that were assigned to the user via
the group membership. Assignments that are part of another group
membership or an assigned skill profile will be retained.

LMS*-82

OPCM - Users & Groups - Users &
Managers - Select User Assignments

Enhancement

Added Self-Assigned indicator in user record

If a user has self-assigned an item, that is now reflected in a "SelfAssigned" column on the user's Assignments page in OPCM.

LMS-7881

OPCM - Users & Groups Announcements

Enhancement

Show column for Announcement IDs

Announcement ID numbers are now available in a column in the
OPCM Announcements list.

LMS*-169

OPCM - Users & Groups - Reports

Enhancement

New filters for group report

The Group List report now includes a job code option and allows for
selecting multiple groups or job codes.

LMS-7866

OPCM - Users & Groups - Groups

Bug

Groups list should indicate the number of managed The OPCM Groups List page now correctly displays the count of
Groups
managed groups rather than all groups for a particular admin.

LMS-8235

OPCM - Content - Courses - Select
Course - Assets

Bug

Editing a text/html asset did not update the file size Editing a text/html asset file using the WYSIWYG editor within OPCM
was not properly reevaluating the file size of the asset after the edits.
The CellCast mobile apps would then encounter an issue when
downloading the file and often error out in the download process.
Corrected.

LMS-8263

OPCM - Content - Course/Nugget - Bug
Publish
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LMS-7896

OPCM - Content - Courses - Select
Course - Advanced Tab

Bug

Saving a course as "Latest" with IE compatibility was The IE Compatibility flag in OPCM was incorrectly not allowing for
not saving as latest
setting the flag to Latest and instead was leaving it blank when Latest
was selected. Corrected, and the "Latest" value is properly saved and
utilized in OPCV.

LMS*-83

OPCM - Content - Courses - Select
Course - Certificates

Enhancement

Course recertification date available for course
certificates

Upcoming recertification dates for a course are now provided as
available data for inclusion in course certificates.

LMS-5452

OPCM - Content - Courses - Select Enhancement
xAPI Course - Assignments - Pages Assets - Update Content

Update/overwrite an xAPI course

Added new functionality to update/overwrite xAPI courses, similar to
existing SCORM functionality. See guide for more details.

LMS-7707

OPCM - Content - Wizards

Enhancement

Updated button text for test wizard

Change Test Wizard button to Assessment Wizard to more accurately
reflect its purpose -- to generate a variety of assessment types
including tests, quizzes, appraisals, surveys and feedback forms.

LMS-7926

OPCM - Content or Assessments Select object - Recertify tab

Enhancement

Rework Version screens to emphasize
recertification

Changing the 'Version' tab name to 'Recertify' and reworking the
screen layout for Courses, Nuggets, and Assessment Sets to better
emphasize and manage the recertification and versioning processes.

LMS-8070

OPCM - Assessments - Performance Enhancement
Forms

New Admin State in Performance Evaluations to
force progression

Admins can now force a progression in Performance Form flows for
users who have not participated in the Form as expected.

LMS-8028

OPCM - Assessments - Questions - Enhancement
Edit - Layout (Select "Horizontal Grouped" under Layout)

New Likert question grouping

New display option supports grouping Likert questions together to
show horizontally with one header. This allows a series of questions to
be presented together in a columnar fashion.

LMS*-81

OPCM - Assessments - Reports

Enhancement

Add Due Date to report output

Due dates have been added to the Assessment Set Progress report as
an available display option, selection from the filter page.

LMS*-108

OPCM - Assessments - Reports

Enhancement

Update Assessment Set Progress report to add
recertification detail

A new "Include Recertification" option has been added to the filter
page of the 'Assessment Set Progress by Org / Group report that will
set the report to include any applicable recertification data.

LMS-7674

OPCM - Skills & Games - Skill
Enhancement
Profiles/Curriculum - Assignments Edit Assigned Object

New alert if Assign Before and Assign After dates
conflict

The Skill Profile /Curriculum assignment page now alerts if an item in a
Skill Profile / Curriculum is set up with conflicting assign before and
assign after dates.

LMS-7923

OPCM - Skills & Games - Skill
Enhancement
Profiles/Curriculums - Triggers tab "Fail-to-Finish-Skillprofile"

New Fail-To-Finish trigger for Skill Profiles

Added Fail-To-Finish trigger for Skill Profiles as previously
implemented for other object types. This can be based on a Skill
Profile Due Date or x number of days from the assignment of the Skill
Profile.

LMS*-36

OPCM - Skills & Games - Skill
Profiles / Curriculums

Skill Profile "Take in Sequence" value defaults to
'No'

To align with how most customers set up Skill Profiles and
Curriculums, the default "Take in Sequence" value now defaults to
'No'. This affects only newly created Skill Profiles and Curriculums;
existing values are unaffected.

LMS-7742

OPCM - Events & Activities - Master Enhancement
Event Calendar

New Event type indicator on Master Calendar

New icons have been added to the Master Calendar to inform admins
whether an event is an ILT or a webinar.

LMS-8248

OPCM - Events & Activities Webinars - Create/Edit Webinar

Issue

Update 'Event Class Session Edit' page

Update to Webinar 'Event Class Session Edit' page to prevent negative
duration values when adjusting the session start time when an end
time existed; now the end time will adjust accordingly.

LMS-8127

OPCM - Events & Activities ILT/Webinar - Event - Class Session - Edit - Change Instructor

Bug

Instructor hyperlink not working when name
includes an apostrophe

Corrected an issue where instructors with an apostrophe in their
name could not be selected from the Change Instructor page of a
session.

LMS-7749

OPCM - Events & Activities ILT/Webinar - Event - Class Session - Edit - Change Instructor

Bug

Unable to Change Instructor when User name
contains apostrophe

Corrected an issue where instructors with an apostrophe in their
name could not be removed as the instructor for the session.

LMS-8340

OPCM - Events & Activities - Select Issue
Event - Classes - Session

Updates to Event Sessions should update linked
sessions

Changes to parent session max registration, seat allocation and prior
close date values are now reflected for any linked sessions.

LMS*-184

OPCM - Events & Activities - Select Bug
Event - Classes - Select Session Enrollment

Fixed session approvals issue

Corrected a bug where pending users being denied for a session were
instead being marked as approved.

LMS-8056

OPCM - Events & Activities - Select Issue
Event - Classes - Session Enrollment tab - User history

Corrected Event Session log when a user is added to Adding a user to a session waitlist was recording incorrect values in
waitlist
tbl_event_session_log; corrected.

LMS-8179

OPCM - Events & Activities - Event - Issue
Classes - Class Scheduling

Persist the "Show Unassigned Only" in class
scheduling
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When viewing the Class Scheduling page, the 'Show Unassigned Only'
option is now persistent when a manager returns to the page after
managing a user's enrollment. Previously the view was reverting to
'Show All Users'.
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LMS*-56

OPCM - Events & Activities - Select Bug
Event - Classes - Event Class
Scheduling

Corrected session enrollment logging

Manually registering a user for a session in OPCM now only adds a
single record to the session log. Previously there were duplicate
records being created.

LMS-8270

OPCM - Events & Activities - Event Issue
object - Triggers tab - Trigger Action
- Instructor-Assigned trigger

Update Instructor-assigned triggers

Instructor-assigned triggers were not firing when the default
instructor for the Event was selected as primary instructor for Session;
corrected.

LMS*-154

OPCM - Events & Activities - Select Bug
Event - Triggers

Corrected session notification timing

Timing of session triggered notifications now correctly based on
session time zone, rather than the server's default time zone.

LMS-7690

OPCM - Event & Activities - Event
Locations

New option to define Event Location Node 'Level'

Add the ability to define Event Location types that can be set at the
node level to indicate City, State, Province, County, etc. for each node.
Event Location Hierarchy can now be structured by commonly used
geographical nomenclature to enable more granular location detail to
be provided to the user.

LMS*-70

OPCM - Events & Activities - Event Enhancement
Locations - Select Location

Event Location create / update audit trail

The creation and update information for Event Locations is now
included at the bottom of the event location page as an audit trail, as
is typical with other screens.

LMS*-51

OPCM - Events & Activities Activities - Activity Details Recertify

Enhancement

Add ability to re-certify Activities

The full recertification functionality has now been extended to
activities. Managers and administrators are now able to schedule and
fire off recertifications of completed activities, and view the activity
recertification information in both OPCM and OPPM.

LMS*-9

OPCM - Events & Activities Reports - Various

Enhancement

Event Session Removal/Withdrawal Reasons now
available on reports

User removal and withdrawal reasons can now be included on
relevant event session reports. If selected, this option will add the
personal or business reason for the removal to the other detail being
shown for users who have been previously removed and withdrawn
from their session(s).

LMS-7519

OPCM - Notifications - Notifications Enhancement
Queue

New notification queue filter options

Added functions to filter notification queue for better filtering,
including by notification title, item type, and item ID.

LMS*-69

OPCM - Notifications - Notifications Issue
Queue

Delete queued emails for users removed from a
session

When a user is removed from a session, all queued emails (future)
related to that user's session enrollment are deleted by a nightly
process. This ensures that any emails to the user, their manager, the
session instructor, etc. are not sent when they are no longer relevant.

LMS-8108

OPCM - Notifications - Standard
Notifications - New User
Notifications

New Feature

New trigger for newly created users

A new standard trigger function has been added which can fire for all
newly created users. This can be used to send welcome notifications
as well as to make initial group and content assignments to new users
as they are created.

LMS-7233

OPCM - Administration - Display
Hierarchy - Click on Node Translations button

Enhancement

New translation options for Display Hierarchy nodes New options have been added to define a translation for individual
Display Hierarchy node titles and descriptions. The language option
list pre-populates with language modules purchased by customer.

LMS-5521

OPCM - Administration - Display
Hierarchy - Outline

Enhancement

New Display Hierarchy Outline tab

New Outline tab in Display Hierarchy lets admins see the full view of
all the nodes and the items within them

LMS-8064

OPCM - Administration - Display
Hierarchy

Bug

Display Hierarchy sequencing on root node
reverting

A correction has been made to ensure that Display Hierarchy
sequencing is not reverted when new items or groups are assigned to
the hierarchy.

LMS-7846

OPCM - Administration Enhancement
Configuration - Customer - General
#13

Add configuration flag to control user star rating or Addition of a new rating function that can be set to like/unlike content
like/unlike of content
instead of the 5-star rating system. This is set as a global (customerlevel) configuration and then all ratings reflect the configured state. It
does not affect the ability to 'like' forum posts.

LMS-7474

OPCM - Administration Configuration - Customer - Course
Manager - #60 and #61

New Default settings for Event Registration
Start/End times

New global setting to set the default registration start and end time
for sessions. For example, a default can be set for all sessions to have
a registration period that opens two weeks before session start dates
and closing five days before session start dates. Any default start/end
times can then be overridden at the individual session level.

LMS-7861

OPCM - Administration - Customer - Enhancement
Configuration - Performance
Manager

New config to allow PMs to recertify

A new configuration has been added to allow or disallow Performance
Managers to recertify specific assignments for a user.
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LMS*-46

OPCM - Administration Configuration - Customer Performance Manager

Enhancement

Configuration to control unassign actions in OPPM

A global configuration has been added to set whether PMs can
Unassign items that are Incomplete or Complete, or do they only have
the option to Archive items that are Incomplete or Complete. In LMS
systems, you may not want to allow PMs to unassign an item that was
assigned to a user that the user made progress on, or completed. If it
is deemed that the user no longer needs those assignments, it may be
preferable to limit the rights of a PM to only be able to archive any
progress/completion detail to a user's history.

LMS-7887

OPCM - Administration Configuration - Customer - Add'l
Options - OPPM User Fields
Configuration
OPCM - Administration Configuration - Customer Additional Options - Edit WebEx
Settings

Enhancement

New OPPM user field configuration options

Creation of a configuration page to control which user fields are
shown and editable in OPPM.

Enhancement

Enable use of Sitename in place of SiteID

Updated WebEx communication to allow for using Sitename in place
of SiteID to support newly created WebEx accounts that no longer
support a SiteID for authentication.

LMS-7563

OPCM - Administration Configuration - Customer Additional Options - OPCV Object
List

Enhancement

New configuration controls for standard OPCV list
pages

Add new configuration controls that allow the standard options on
OPCV object list pages to be easily changed per customer, including
enable or hide tabs, filters and columns, allow sorting, etc.

LMS-8181

OPCM - Administration Configuration - Custom Fields Event Sessions

Enhancement

Add Event Session custom fields

The number of available custom fields at the event session level has
been increased from 5 to 10.

LMS-8138

OPCM - Administration - Deletion
Tasks - Polls

Enhancement

Add Polls to Deletion tasks page

Polls have been added to the Deletion Tasks page so that they can be
marked for deletion similarly to other system objects.

LMS-7892

OPCM - Administration - Audit Trail Enhancement

Audit Trail now defaults to 24 hours

Administration Audit trail now defaults to showing results from only
the last 24 hours. This speeds up the loading of the page as it no
longer tries to load all data from the last 30 days.

LMS-8146

OPCM - Administration - Audit Trail Enhancement

Audit Trail time out is extended

The OPCM Audit Trail has been updated to extend the time-out,
allowing for larger databases to load successfully for viewing.

LMS-7439

OPCM - Administration Import/Export - Import Data Import Users

Enhancement

Improve user import process with a check of data

Update the user import process to include a check of the inbound
data before importing. The process now alerts to any discrepancies
that would cause the import to have an error, allowing the admin to
correct the issue(s), update the missing detail, or cancel the import.

LMS-8099

OPCM - Administration Import/Export - Export Data

Issue

Improved management of large data exports

To prevent the system from locking up when exporting large tables,
the process is now better managed to export smaller amounts of the
table at a time. The result is a somewhat slower export but the system
remains accessible during the export.

LMS*-37

OPCM - Administration - Manage
Reports

Enhancement

Site Admins to control which reports show in OPPM Site Administrators can now access the Manage Reports page within
OPCM, see a list of available reports, and select a box to set a report
to 'Show in OPPM'. Previously OnPoint had to make these settings for
our customers.

LMS-8137

OPCM - Administration - System
Bug
Admin - Admin Matrix (OP RA Only)

"All" misspelled in Admin Matrix

Fixed a typo in the Administration Matrix main menu.

LMS*-160

OPCM - Administration - System
Administration - Administration
Matrix

Enhancement

Configurable rights for EMs

Individual administrative rights can now be set for Event Managers in
the Administration Matrix. [Note: settings are established by OnPoint
Root Admins only at this time.]

LMS-7849

OPCM - Assignable Objects Triggers Tab - Add
Assignment/Recommendation

Enhancement

Create Trigger Assignment Advanced Sub-Tab for
xAPI/Parameters

Update to the Trigger Assignment pages for all objects, separating
xAPI and Parameter functions onto separate tabs.

LMS-7911

OPCM - All Object Trigger tabs Create New/Edit - "Save as
Template" (Create) or "Use
Template" (Edit)

New Feature

Support for Trigger templates

Update to the Triggered Notification process to allow for saving a
Template as well as selecting from saved Templates.

LMS-7924

OPCM - All Object Trigger tabs Trigger Edit - Group Filters

Enhancement

New ability to designate triggered actions for a
specific group or job code

Added option at Trigger level to set up a Notification or Assignment to
be made only to users who are members of a specific group or job
code.

LMS-7490

OPCM - All Object types Assignments - Associations

Enhancement

Increased the associations listed for content objects The Assignments tab for objects in OPCM now includes the catalogs,
skill profiles, curriculums, locations, and triggers with which the object
is associated. More robust association data should help administrators
see where specific items are in use around the system.

LMS-8265
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LMS-7486

OPCM - Assignable object Recertify Tab

Enhancement

New option to Recertify X days after assignment

Assignable objects can now be set to recertify for a user a certain
number of days after assignment. Previously the items could only be
recertified on set dates or based on days after user completion.

LMS-6682

OPCM - Assignable Objects Recertify Tab

Enhancement

Update Recertification options to include
incomplete statuses

We have added a new recertification option to recertify the item both
for users Complete and Incomplete for the item. All users will have
the status reverted to Not Attempted, but incomplete users will have
an entry in the database to capture that they did not complete the
assignment as of the recertification date, and essentially reset the
certification period anew.

LMS-7472

OPCM - Assignable Objects - Trigger Enhancement
Tab - Fail-to-Start/Fail-To-Finish
actions

Incorporate Due Date in trigger actions

Due Date has been added as an optional way to drive trigger functions
in Fail-To-Start, Fail-To-Finish notifications. For example, a trigger can
be configured to fire 5 days before a due date to alert users who are
Not Attempted or Incomplete that the due date is approaching.

LMS*-39

OPCM - Objects - Triggers - Trigger Enhancement
Details

Display xAPI statement information being sent for
each trigger

When creating or editing a trigger, the 'xAPI' section now contains all
of the xAPI information generated and sent to the LRS as part of the
firing of the trigger. It can be referenced to show you which
statements will be stored for this object in the LRS from that particular
trigger action.

LMS-7750

OPCM - All Sequence lists

Enhancement

Replace up/down sequencing with drag and drop

Updated vertical arrow-based sequencing function with 'drag and
drop' to make it easier for admins/authors to sequence items.

LMS-7607

OPCM - Various

Enhancement

Record the author and create date for triggers

The author name and creation date of a trigger is now recorded in the
database and can be used when investigating when a trigger was
added.

LMS-7905

OPCM - Various

Enhancement

New date parameter type

Added a new parameter value type for Date, so that dates can be
included in custom views in a standard format to reduce instances of
error.

OPCommon (OPCommon)
Item #
LMS-7971

Location/Functional Area
OPCommon

Type
Bug

Summary
Details
Not applying "Use Strong Passwords" configuration The "Use Strong Password" function was not being enforced when a
when changing password
user was attempting to change their password through the initial
prompt to change the user's password on first login.

LMS-7399

OPCommon

Enhancement

Align deletions for Adobe Connect sessions

Updates to the Adobe Connect webinar connection to ensure that
Adobe Connect sessions are properly deleted if the corresponding
webinar session is deleted from OPCM.

LMS-7696

OPCommon

Enhancement

Webinar edits update WebEx meeting

Date, time, and instructor updates made to WebEx webinar sessions
in OPCM are now propagated to the WebEx session.

LMS-8315

OPCommon

Bug

Corrected Likert text box alignment

Corrected the Likert Comment text box that was being cut off when
printing a test.

LMS-8266

OPCommon

Issue

WebEx updates to prevent timeouts

Updates have been made to the underlying WebEx module processes
to prevent timeouts that could occur and cause session
communication to fail.

LMS-8220

OPLS Common

Enhancement

Update Session notes to support individual entries
by admins and instructors

An update was made to the event session notes functionality that
record each note individually versus within a compiled list, for better
reporting and filtering. Notes appear only to Admins and Instructors.
As part of the 6.7 upgrade, any existing session notes will be moved to
the new format.

LMS-8172

OPLS Common

Enhancement

Add support for Korean and South Korean
languages

Korean and South Korean have been added as optional add-on
language modules.

LMS-8147

OPLS Common

Enhancement

Add support for Greek and Czech languages

Greek and Czech have been added as optional add-on language
modules.

LMS-8058

OPLS Common

Enhancement

Update skill profile/curriculum completion date
checks to only look for required items

The skill profile/curriculum completion date was previously being
updated with the completion date of the last completed optional
item. This has been corrected to ensure that, once the skill profile or
curriculum is complete based on the last required item, that recorded
date will be retained and not overridden by the completion of any
optional content thereafter.

LMS-7994

OPLS Common

Enhancement

Event Session user history now persists if a user is
unassigned from an event

If a user is unassigned from an event, their "User History" event
session audit trail data is retained (called Event Session History).
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LMS-8109

OPLS Common

Issue

Email Subject lines being sent html encoding

Email subject lines are now generated and correctly sent with special
characters (apostrophe, ampersand, etc.) instead of their html
encodings to ensure that special characters are displayed as intended.

LMS-8230

OPLS Common

Bug

Certificates incorrectly displaying Spanish titles

Dynamic Certificates have been updated to properly handle and
display Spanish characters in Object titles.

LMS-8242

OPLS Common

Bug

Forum Email did not check whether target users
had email turned on

Emails generated from forum actions are now only generated and
sent to users who are set up to receive email notifications in their
profile.

LMS*-130

OPLS Common

Bug

Prevention of invalid session enrollments

Errant records being erroneously added to the session registration
table are now blocked from being added.

LMS-8119

OPLSCron

Issue

The No-Assigned-Event-Session Notification interval The No Assigned Event Session trigger was not adhering to the nag
was problematic
schedule, and was overzealously sending daily nag notifications
regardless of the setting. Corrected.

LMS*-156

OPLS Cron

Bug

Resolved issue with Forum Digest email

Resolved an issue where the Forum Digest email would incorrectly
include posts from other forums.

LMS-7799

DB Schema

Enhancement

Add default values for My Media uploads

Add customer-level configuration to enable default values to be set
for My Media Uploads (audio, video, images) for all supported mobile
devices.

LMS-7686

Database

Enhancement

Updated tracking when PMs perform appraisals

Updated the process to capture the manager ID when a manager
performs an appraisal, in order to track within the database that the
action was performed by that manager, for reporting purposes.

LMS*-118

OPUX

Enhancement

Support for Event Location type

If an Event Location Type is set, that type is now included in the
information sent down to the portal and/or mobile Uis, such as City,
State, etc.

Content Viewer (OPCV)
Item #
LMS-6474

Location/Functional Area
OPCV - Learning Paths - select
Learning Path

Type
Bug

Summary
Take In Sequence enforced in OPCV

Details
The Skill Profile Take In Sequence value is now enforced in the OPCV
Learning Paths tab. This prevents a user from moving through a skill
profile out of order and relieves an admin from having to set prerequisites for all objects in a skill profile.

LMS-7762

OPCV - Courses

Bug

Course Page Time issues specific to Firefox

Issues encountered when accessing content in Firefox browsers that
caused incorrect course page time to be recorded for users; corrected.

LMS*-116

OPCV - Courses - Assignments Launch Course

Bug

Update to SCORM data encoding

Corrected an issue with character encoding which prevented SCORM
courses from saving suspend data containing certain special
characters. This caused issues such as preventing the use of
bookmarks.

LMS*-138

OPCV - Courses - Assignments Launch Course

Bug

Fixed xAPI content positioning

Implemented updates to ensure that xAPI content is correctly
positioned in user view, versus slightly extending beyond the player
frame.

LMS-8246

OPCV - Assessments - Test
Questions

Bug

Allow 0 in a non-numeric test question response

The answer 0 was not accepted when answering a non-numeric
question in a test; corrected.

LMS*-42

OPCV - Assessments

Enhancement

New Assessments tab in OPCV

The 'Courses' tab in OPCV has been split into two distinct menu tabs:
'Content' which will continue to contain courses and nugget, and a
new 'Assessments' tab which contains assessment sets (standalone
tests, surveys and feedbacks) and the new polls. This matches the
OPCM layout, and helps provide clarity to users as to where they find
various assignments and content catalogs in OPCV.

LMS*-45

OPCV - Assessments

Enhancement

New Polls sub-page in OPCV

A Polls subtab has been added into the new Assessments page to
allow navigation specifically to a list of assigned polls. Users can view
or launch assigned polls directly from this page.

LMS-8159

OPCV - Nugget viewing

Enhancement

Update video player for full screen option

Update the nugget video player in OPCV to include an option for the
user to set the video to display in full screen.

LMS-8189

OPCV - Nuggets Page

Issue

Removed Video download to Chrome

The option to download video files in the OPCV player has been
updated to prevent video downloads in the Chrome browser. If you
were accessing OPCV via a Chrome browser, you saw a download icon
within the video player; this has been disabled.
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LMS-7786

OPCV - Event Instructor - Session
Details

New Feature

Additional session options on Event Instructor page Event Instructors can now see their Session State and have the option
to Start and End the session. This will fire any triggers defined for
these actions. This is one of a number of new options that will make
up a new module to support the "Digital Classroom."

LMS-8001

OPCV - Events - Session Withdraw

New Feature

New end-user session withdraw reason
functionality

OPCV has been updated to accommodate for Session Withdraw Data
and Withdraw Reason (global configuration setting). End users can be
prompted to record a reason (business or personal) when they
withdraw from a session. Previously, only admins could enter this data
for the user.

LMS-7543

OPCV - Events Catalog

Bug

Users self-enrolling can bypass approval check

Corrected Event Session checks to ensure that approval and waitlist
restrictions are observed when a user self-enrolls in an event session
through OPCV.

LMS-8205

OPCV - Activity Assignment

Enhancement

Updates to Activity screens and improved comment The user activity flow has been completely overhauled. The new
string
layout and navigation options provide a more intuitive experience for
users as to their next step in completing an activity. Managers have a
better picture of their users' progression and an easier page to view
user submissions and any status requiring manager approval or input.
Updates include new triggers as well as a comment string for 2-way
comment and feedback between users and managers.

LMS-8092

OPCV - Activity Forms

New Feature

New Activity type that supports forms

Added support for a new "Form" activity type. Once a form is defined
in our system, it can be associated with an Activity and assigned to a
user directly or as part of a curriculum. Via the form, users and
managers can answer questions and provide comments; the manager
can view and make comments from the user's activity assignment.

LMS-7428

OPCV - Games Tab

Enhancement

Update game pages in OPCV

Game-related pages in OPCV now only show Active users to ensure
that Leaderboard views accurately reflect current user point values
without any data from Inactive or Request Delete users.

LMS-7822

OPCV - My Status - Assignment
Status

Enhancement

Add Curricula to the Assignment Status tab

The Assignment Status page under My Status now includes assigned
Curriculums.

LMS-7848

OPCV - My Status - Assignment
Status/Competency Matrix

Enhancement

Assignment Status and Competency Matrix now
have 'Show/Hide'

The My Status page now supports a "Show All" option on the
Assignment Status and Competency Matrix pages that will expand the
list to reveal additional detail on all of the objects to be presented.

LMS*-73

OPCV - My Status - Assignment
Status - Assessment Sets - Review

Enhancement

Let users review failed tests

Tests that are set to 'Allow User Review' that are in a Failed status can
now be reviewed by the user. Previously only "passed" tests could be
reviewed.

LMS*-48

OPCV - All Tabs

Enhancement

Add End Points for OPCV Tabs

New end points support the ability to launch directly to specific OPCV
pages and with disabled internal navigation within OPCV, from a
custom UI. This allows UIs to link to these pages without the display
other OPCV tabs if desired.

OP-Portal (OPPORTAL)
Item #
LMS-8173

Location/Functional Area
OPPortal

Type
Bug

Summary
Details
Quotation marks in Urgent Announcements caused Found where quotation marks in Urgent Announcement messages
loading issue
caused custom Portals to load with issues. Corrected.

LMS-7043

OPPortal

Enhancement

News items can now be language specific

The portal can now display news items that are aligned with the user's
preferred language. When creating the news item, an admin can
specify the language for the item; this allows the news portlet to then
pull the appropriate language-specific news items based on the users
language.

LMS-8140

Custom UI (OPUX)

Bug

Users seeing Polls that are Inactive and Request
delete

Polls have been updated to ensure that only active polls are provided
to users when they view a list of available polls.

LMS-7878

Custom UI (OPUX)

Bug

Items were available that were outside defined
access period

Newer custom portals were not adhering to assignment Access Period
rules. We've implemented updates to prevent the UI from receiving
assignments or available items outside of the defined access period
for that user and that specific assignment.

LMS-8239

Custom UI (OPUX) - Updated
Forums Functions / View

Enhancement

Major overhaul of the presentation layout of
Forums

Forums now have a completely new look and feel plus additional
features. Users and managers accessing through the UIs, mobile apps,
OPCV and OPPM now all see the same forums and elements. Users
can now "like" posts, filter and search forums, expand and collapse
threads, and attach media to posts. Forums can be assigned
thumbnails, and are responsive to screen sizes.

GW-1211

CellCast - Mobile Gateway

Bug

Add Test Attempt should update retake count

If the 'Add Test Attempt' option is selected for a test, this is
communicated to mobile applications on the next sync and allows
users an additional retake.
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GW-1156

CellCast - Mobile Gateway

Bug

Updated communication to mobile device to
resolve access to self-assigned items requiring
approval

If a mobile user self-assigns a course or nugget with a "Requires
Approval" setting that is approved by a manager, that approval is now
correctly communicated back to the device so that the user can
launch the item.

GW-1145

CellCast - Mobile Gateway

Enhancement

Send the date a badge is earned to Custom UI

New badge achievement date has been added in the game/badges
gateway call. This allows a custom UI to receive this data along with
earned badges so that it can now dynamically display the order of
earned badges per customer requirement.

GW*-49

CellCast - Mobile - Gateway

Enhancement

Ensure Access Start and End periods are applied to A new process has been created to check if mobile users are within
mobile users
the access period of their assigned items. For example, if an item is set
with an Access Start on June 1st, the user cannot access the item prior
to that date. Once the date arrives, the new process communicates to
the app that the item is available, allowing the user to access the
assigned item. The same process also removes access to items after
their Access Ends dates.

Performance Manager (OPPM)
Item #
LMS-6986

Location/Functional Area
Type
OPPM - Users - User Assignments - Enhancement
Completed Assessment Set - View Print

Summary
Add User detail to Test printout

LMS-7868

OPPM - Users Details - Users
Assignments

Enhancement

New conditional prompt when unassigning objects A warning has been added in OPPM to prompt managers to affirm
when they are unassigning Incomplete or Completed objects from a
user.

LMS-8197

OPPM - User Details - User
Assignment Status

Enhancement

Add new suspend recertification functionality

Added the ability to suspend future recertifications for a particular
user for specified content assignments. This setting can be set by a
Performance Manager or Admin and is used in scenarios where a user
may be on leave or has another valid reason for requiring additional
time.

LMS-7842

OPPM - User Details - Assignment
Tab - Completed item details

Enhancement

Allow manual re-certification for managed Users

If configured, Performance Managers have the ability to manually
recertify selected assignments for a managed user.

LMS-8267

OPPM - User Details - User - Mobile Enhancement
Profile - Mobile Registration Code

New translation support on User Mobile Profile

Added "Generate/Send" Reg Code text to translatable phrase keys in
language file. This allows the translation of the text "Generate/Send"
to supported languages.

LMS*-50

OPPM - User Details

Enhancement

Translate language preference options in OPPM

When a manager sets the Preferred Language for users in the OPPM
User Details edit page, the available language options are now
translated into the manager's preferred language.

LMS-8208

OPPM - Dashboards - Display by
Assignment Type - Activities

Bug

Updated Activities Dashboard filter

The Activities chart on the Dashboard tab in OPPM now correctly
filters by managed group selection.

LMS-7430

OPPM - Games Tab

Enhancement

Update game pages to only show Active users

Game-related pages in OPPM now only show Active users to ensure
that Leaderboard views accurately reflect current user point values
without adding any data from users with Inactive or Request Delete
status.

LMS-7869

OPPM - Events - Select a Session

Enhancement

Capture removal/withdrawal reason in OPPM

If configured, Performance Managers who remove a user from a
session are now prompted to provide a reason for removal. If
"Business" is selected, they are prompted to enter a reason. If
"Personal" is selected, no further reason can be entered.

LMS*-146

OPPM - Events - Select Session Assign Users

Bug

Corrected session enrollment logging

The session enrollment process has been updated to ensure that the
correct user ID is recorded to the session log.

LMS-8073

OPPM - Events - Event object Classes Tab - Assign

Issue

Override catalog restrictions when a direct event
assignment exists

Users assigned to an Event, where a conflict exists due to a Catalog
restriction, are not available to assign to Event Sessions from the
Events tab; corrected.

LMS-8166

OPPM - Events Tab

Bug

Assigning Users to Event Sessions recorded the
wrong ID numbers

If users were assigned to an event session from the Events tab in
OPPM, the user ID values were recorded in the session log as the
session ID values instead (in tbl_event_session_log). Corrected.

LMS-7918

OPPM - Events Tab - Event Assign
Users

Enhancement

New location filter for event session assignments

Add new location filter above the session list on the event assign users
page.

LMS-8237

OPPM - Pending Tab

Bug

Requests Pending Approval links not filtering
correctly

Requests pending approval links were not maintaining the selected
Group filters when viewing the user lists. This has been corrected, and
now any group filter applied will persist when drilling down into the
lists of pending approvals.
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Details
New user detail has been added to the top of printed tests in order to
better connect a printed test record to the user who completed it.
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LMS-8155

OPPM - Pending Tab

Issue

Update Pending Tab for Activity approvals

The OPPM Pending section has been updated to correctly display the
manager's current available action when there are users marked as
'Participated' for an Activity.

LMS-8177

OPPM - Pending Tab

Issue

Update messaging within Pending Tab

The Pending tab of OPPM has been updated to better mirror similar
OPCM pages. Several phrases have been updated to better
communicate to the manager what actions are available to them.
Values have also been added next to the approval options to indicate
how many pending approvals a manager has.

LMS-8238

OPPM - Pending Tab

Bug

Pending tab counts were inflated

The Pending tab in OPPM was displaying inflated counts when
managed users were in multiple managed groups. This has been
corrected to properly show the counts from the selected groups.

LMS-8205

OPPM - Pending Tab - User
Assignments & Activity
Completions

Enhancement

Updates to Activity screens and improved comment The user activity flow has been completely overhauled. The new
string
layout and navigation options provide a more intuitive experience for
users as to their next step in completing an activity. Managers have a
better picture of their users' progression and an easier page to view
user submissions and any status requiring manager approval or input.
Updates include new triggers as well as a comment string for 2-way
comment and feedback between users and managers.

LMS-8168

OPPM - Pending tab - Activities

Enhancement

Track Completion attempts for Activities

When a manager requests a user re-do an Activity, we now track the
date and time of the previous submission for audit trail purposes.

LMS-8300

OPPM - All Object Status pages

Enhancement

Object Status pages now translatable

All User Object Status View pages in OPPM have been updated with
language phrase keys to support translations.

LMS-8029

OPPM - All Popups

Enhancement

Update OPPM modal pages to allow scrolling

OPPM modal pages did not allow for scrolling on touch screens. These
have been updated to allow scrolling in OPPM popups. This
improvement can be seen in test results, assignment status, and
competency matrix views for performance managers.

LMS-8228

OPPM - All Tabs

Enhancement

New End Points for OPPM tabs

Add End Points for all Tabs in OPPM for use by UI team and Deeplink.
This allows custom UI/UX landing pages to support a shortcut directly
to a specific tab in OPPM.

Easter Egg

Checking how many people read these release
notes

The minimum order for new Record licenses is now Qty 200. If you
read this and email us at support@onpointdigital.com, we will comp
you 100 free Record licenses (limit 100 per customer) -- a $100 value!

LMS-1234

Document Manager (OPDOC)
Item #
LMS-7940

Location/Functional Area
OPDOC - Admin - Tree Structures

Type
Enhancement

Summary
Include node ID in parentheses next to node title

Details
Node IDs have been added next to OPDOC node titles in the menu
tree structure for Document Manager Admins in order to make it
easier to reference or launch to specific doc manager nodes from a
custom UI.

LMS-7942

OPDOC - Document information
details

Enhancement

Updated references for master documents

Include list of all Referencing Documents within the Document
information for related Master Documents. Each reference document
can be accessed from the link in the master document.

Type
Enhancement

Summary
Update OPReg per URL used

Details
Updated the OPReg package to support multiple self registration
forms. This allows for independent manager emails to be sent based
on the registration URL used for access. For example, if users in group
A answer different questions during self registration, than users in
group B, it is likely that these groups have a different manager or
admin alert when new registrants become active.

OP Registration (OPREG)
Item #
LMS-7473

Location/Functional Area
OPReg
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